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Sandro Botticelli, Annunciation,
Tempera on panel, 150 x 156 cm.,
Galleria degli Uffizi, Florence
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uattrocento Annunciation paintings are particularly useful
in offering us a better understanding of the nature of narration in Renaissance art. When we describe the narrative
construction of the Annunciation in the work of quattrocento painters,
a Fra Angelico, a Fra Filippo Lippi, or a Sandro Botticelli, we know,
of course, that the Annunciation as a narrative ultimately resides in the
language of St. Luke's Gospel; though in being told and retold, it easily
takes on a life of its own in oral transmissions, in paraphrasings in
sermons, in elaborations in scriptural commentaries, etc. 1 But we

1The

Protoevangelion's elaboration of the Annunciation is a well-known influence on artistic renderings of the Annunciation, as are the commentaries of
St. Bonaventure and St. Bernard-for instance, Bonaventure's kneeling angel
or Bernard's assertion that the Annunciation occurred in the springtime. See Richard
Lee Long, An Investigation into the Iconography of the Annunciation, for a representatively basic overview of the kinds of sources scholars have found most useful in understanding the Annunciation. There are, of course, more particular, focused studies of
influences on Qyattrocento Annunciation paintings. Sophia Manoulian Kugeares, in
her Images ofthe Annunciation ofthe Virgin Mary ofthe IJth, I 4th, and I5th Centuries, has
also shown how Arthurian legend and courtly love traditions influence religious art
like the Annunciation. Paul J. Cardile's "Observations on the Iconography of
Leonardo da Vinci's Uffizi Annunciation" gives an excellent survey of the more immediate popular and theological sources of fifteenth-century Florence.
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assume that any given rendition of the Annunciation primarily, or
ultimately, reads the Bible narrative of this story as it re-narrates the
event in Mary's life we call the Annunciation, which is comprised of
smaller, but nonetheless crucial events. Narrative painting always
seems to propose to be simultaneously a reading and a re-narrating of
a story. But Annunciation paintings do not simply re-narrate a story
through paint; they produce as well a new story in language as we try
to interpret in language what kind of Annunciation story they tell. We
know that as twentieth-century readers the story we interpret from
these paintings may differ considerably from a reading a contemporary
of Fra Angelico might have given them. But as students of art history,
trying to understand the general and the specific conditions in which
art is produced, negotiated, and received, we want to know when an
age articulates, as fifteenth-century Florentine society did, how they
read this Bible story; a fully outlined reading of the Annunciation
might help us learn something about the kind of reading these
painters might be offering in order to please their contemporaries,
particularly their patrons. It seems even more pertinent to our understanding of this genre of painting in this period when we have, as we
do, full explications from the period of how one not only does, but
also should read paintings treating the Annunciation.
Fra Roberto Caracciolo da Lecce's sermon on reading Annunciation paintings, as Michael Baxandall has argued, can introduce us to
"the fifteenth-century classes of emotional experience" within which
"fifteenth-century pictorial development happened." 2 Fra Roberto's
sermon, in the character of its detail and the force of its authority to
preach a correct reading, is perhaps the most useful insight into the
period's way of reading paintings of the Annunciation, though by no
means the only source to turn to for such insights. 3 Fra Roberto

2

Baxandall, Painting and Experience, 56.
Among the contemporary sources that Cardile surveys, he notes two that
specifically treat the narrative, sequential nature of the Annunciation-Fra Roberto's
sermon and the playwright Feo Belcari's two extant plays that identify three particular
3
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retranslates the stories of the Annunciation his auditors see around
them in paint back into language to direct their own private reading,
which gives his audience and us a more fully articulated story of the
Annunciation, a more fully articulated sequence of events, a more fully
articulated characterization of the main characters-Gabriel, Mary,
and God. Re-creating, representing in language a happening, an
action, as Aristotle words it, in a sequence of individual events is,
of course, the most fundamental activity a narrative performs. And
Fra Roberto's re-narration, re-sequencing of the Annunciation produces a more detailed Annunciation than the New Testament gives
us; in fact, Fra Roberto's story of the Annunciation in these paintings
is actually comprised of three interlacing stories. One should see,
Fra Roberto claims, three principal mysteries figured in the Annunciation: the Angelic Mission, the Angelic Salutation, and the Angelic
Colloquy. Fra Roberto breaks down each of these mysteries into five
apprehensible features. The one most important to Fra Roberto for
interpreting Annunciation paintings is the Mystery of the Angelic Colloquy, that is to say, Mary's reception of the angel and his message,
which Baxandall translates for us in his study. 4 For Mary is the character with whom we most identify and through whom the story realizes
any meaning for us mortals. Fra Roberto sees Mary's actions in five
moments recorded in the biblical narrative: five events, in other words,
that make up Mary's story in the larger story we call the Annunciation.
The first moment is the moment of Conturbatio, disquiet. This is a
moment, says Fra Roberto (in Baxandall's translation), when Mary is
disturbed "not from incredulity but from wonder, since she was used

moments in the story: "Mary receives the angelic salutation, to which she queries
about her virginity. Gabriel answers and receives the Virgin's humble response"
("Observations," 196 n. 8). Cardile also shows that the fifteenth century is not the only
period to outline and emphasize in its readings the series of events that make up the
narrative of the Annunciation (189-90). He includes in his brief catalogue Baxandall's
application ofFra Roberto's five moments. Another source that might be added to his
list is Pierre Ladoue's "The Scene of the Annunciation as Viewed by Painters,"
a four-part approach to the subject.
4
Baxandall, 51, 55.
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to seeing Angels."5 In the second moment we see in Mary Cogitatio,
reflection, as Mary initially considers the Angel's message. In this
moment we should see Mary's prudence. In the third we see the
moment of Interrogatio, inquiry, Mary's question, "how shall this be,
seeing I know not a man?" But Fra Roberto reminds us that she does
not question out of doubt that God could do this, but out of the sincere desire, given her resolve to remain a virgin, to know, in fact, how
conception shall occur. In the fourth moment we see Humilitatio,
Mary's submission to God's will, figured in her kneeling. The final
moment is the moment of Meritatio, merit, Mary's "wonderful condition'' of suddenly having God incarnate in the womb. We see her
engage in "sublime contemplation."
Fra Roberto's analysis of the story of the Annunciation in paint
was apparently meant to be a guide to his audience on how to understand the entire story by understanding the specific character of each
event in the story and how the character of Mary, which is fully
revealed in the final moment of the story, nevertheless manifests itself
at every stage of this story. Her purity, her faithfulness, her devotion
are there to see at every moment in the story, but this theme becomes
more seeable the further we get into the story. Her virtue is rendered
progessively more virtuous with each scene. And it seems sensible to let
this heuristic guide our own reading to a certain extent, as Baxandall
argues it should, for Fra Roberto might have been articulating notions
of composition that contemporary painters might have followed. It
certainly seems that Botticelli in his Uffizi Annunciation is rendering
Mary in the state of Conturbatio. But again, Fra Roberto wants to be
sure that we see what we should see, and he is clear about what we
should not see. We should not see incredulity; we should see instead
wonder. Incredulity does not fit into the logic of the entire story, a
story that will trace Mary's wonder, reflection, and questioning; each
of these initial stages will both evidence her purity throughout the
story but will also lead logically to the faith and humility we will see

5

Ibid., 5.
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more perfectly in the story's final stages. The story is governed by the
logic of Mary's humility and devotion. Rendering Mary's humility
and devotion is the end not only of the five-event story, but the end of
each event as well.
But in Botticelli's treatment here, we might see Fra Roberto's full
story portrayed, but we might also see what Baxandall detects, namely,
"a dangerous affinity with Conturbatio." 6 Baxandall suggests that Botticelli focuses on and only on the first event of the story without providing a connection to the rest of the story, the end of the story, in
which Mary not only submits to the will of God, but is greatly blessed
and magnified, as she says in Luke, by God in a very personal,
intimate way. Baxandall, with his adjective, "dangerous," evaluates
Botticelli in the spirit of Fra Roberto's instructions of how one should
read this story in paint and, presumably, how one should re-narrate
the story in paint. But Fra Roberto's and, in his turn, Baxandall's
attempts to fix our reading of quattrocento Annunciation paintings
also models simultaneously how meaning in narrative is produced. In
constructing his own interpretive narrative of a painted narrative, he
describes the way that meaning in narrative emerges in its sequences.
Sequence is particularly important to the meaning of an Annunciation narrative, for as Anne Walters Robertson reminds us, the
Annunciation signals "the turning point between Old Testament
prophecies of the Messiah and the fulfillment of those promises." 7
The Annunciation by its very nature achieves its significance by being
a key link between past and future events. It is a story within a larger
story, the larger story of God's retrieval of humans from their fallen
state.
Sequence in narrative is not simply re-created time. In fact, literary narrative sequences, though they appear to have greater facility to
imitate the passage of time than painted narratives do, have little
to do with temporality at all. Aristotle found, as Paul Ricoeur reads

6

7

lbid.
Robertson, "Remembering," 275.
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him, that literary narratives convey their own sense of time, "not the
time of events in the world."8 In Aristotle's wonderfully simple but
profound formula, narratives have a beginning, a middle, and an end
which convey "temporal" unity in terms of narrative "wholeness" or
"completeness" (holos). Ricoeur finds Aristotle, as he pursues a definition of literary holos, interested in the way beginnings, middles, and
ends function together in a work to establish a logic not of the arbitrary or the accidental (which are fundamental to temporality per se),
but a logic of the "probable or necessary." 9 Holos in plot construction
for Aristotle is the "absence of chance." The logical informs the
chronological in narrative analysis; a work's beginning produces,
implies, tends towards its middle and, more especially, its end; a
work's end is the aesthetic and ideological completion of its beginning
and its middle. Sequence, the vehicle of temporality in narration,
always promises the reader the possibility of determining probable
causality between events (events become not so much instances in
time, but logical steps in the text's argument), therefore the possibility
of interpretation.
Students of narrative with a structuralist orientation like Ricoeur,
or the early Barthes, have laid an important groundwork (with a great
deal of help from Aristotle) to understanding narrative sequencing,
despite revisions we can and should offer the "systems" they tend to
devise. The event, for instance-a segment that is crucial, essential
to the integrity of the story's interpreted wholeness-becomes the
analytical workhorse of narrative studies. It is a step in the articulation,
the tracing of a narrative's logic. Consequently, narrative analyses, or
better, analytical narratives like Fra Roberto's, treat events in their
relations to one another, for narrative logic resides in the way we
describe the junctures of events. And Frank Kermode would add here
that ends, or "the sense of an ending," largely determines the logical

8

Ricoeur, T ime and Narrative, 39.
Poetics, 235. I will cite this edition for all Aristotle quotations and
acknowledge them parenthetically in the text.
9 Aristotle,
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ties we discern between the events of a narrative. 1 Kermode argues
that a text produces a sense of its logic from the very beginning and
then proceeds to realize that sense of logic as it presses to its conclusion. But if Botticelli is aware of Fra Roberto's story in all its parts,
and even if the painter means to pursue the ends of this story in his
treatment, he also seems interested himself in rearticuiating more fully
the events of the Annunciation than even Fra Roberto does . He
seems interested particularly in the junctures between the events of
the kind of story Fra Roberto articulates and how those juctures work
to produce the story of the Annunciation, because they are preoccupied finally with comprehending the specific character of Mary's submission. He focuses on how the conflicts in Mary in the story's initial
events not only lead to her submission, but also what kind of submission Mary performs .
· In his Uffizi Annunciation, Botticelli, for example, seems interested
in locating the logic that will produce Mary's next action after her
initial "disquiet." From our first glance at this work we encounter
forcefully the motion and energy displayed in Mary's contortions.
This painting employs a vocabulary of motion to tell its psychological,
empathic story of Mary's response to the Angel. But whatever behavioral story we produce as we interpret a wholeness in this painting, as
we try to reconcile what we see at this moment to our sense of its
ending in the full story of the Annunciation, I am struck, as Karlheinz
Ltideking is, by the painting's "reciprocal play of forward and backward moving, attracting and repulsing, gestures." 11 Mary, our human
representative, our locus of self-projection in this piece, is moving both
toward and away from the Angel. This fundamental fact is the place,
the actual location of narrative; it is the place where we must make a
link between two events: Mary's moving away from, and Mary's moving toward the Angel. In this case they seem to be opposite responses.
Which comes first? Does she first open herself to the Angel because,

°Kermode, The Sense efan Ending.

1

11 Ludenking,

"Pictures and Gestures," 226.
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as Fra Roberto told us, she is "used to seeing angels," then move away
because what he tells her about God's plans for her goes against her
desire to remain a virgin, so she initially recoils at the idea? Is this how
Botticelli understands Fra Roberto's moment of inquiry, the question
produced by her "disquiet" (her motion away from), but her readiness
to accept God's will displayed as well (her motion towards)? Or did
she first recoil at the Angel's intrusion and now we are seeing her act
of recoiling reversing itself as she prepares to submit? Is this knee
beginning to bend into a kneeling posture of submission?
This painting in itself presents us with no self-evident plot, no
obvious sequence, because her opposing motions happen simultaneously. In fact, this picture could achieve a wholeness by simply fixing
itself as an image, not a plot, of endless back and forth motion, a
frozen image of God converging with woman. Yet the bent knee, I
would argue, is a moment between the kind of events a Fra Roberto
wants to identify as crucial to the official story of the Annunciation, a
moment that demands that we examine closely the specific nature
of a juncture between events-in this case between her initial state of
disquiet and the state or states that follow. Mary's right knee, perhaps
even more than her right hand, becomes the focal point of our interpretive decisions.12 We have seen this knee twice before in Florence:
in Donatello's sandstone relief at Santa Croce and in Fra Filippo
Lippi's San Lorenzo Annunciation. But what we haven't seen before is

12 In

his excellent "Pictures and Gestures," Liideking briefly reads Botticelli's
Uffizi Annunciation as a way of illustrating the significance that gesture plays in the
later Wittgenstein's philosophy of representation, which is far too complex to quickly
summarize here. H e focuses appropriately on gesture, therefore on Mary's hand, as a
way of understanding the meaning that becomes available in a gesture-the intentions of the gesturer, the communal interpretive structures within which gestures can
signify, etc. My focus on M ary's knee is motivated by a reading of the painting very
similar in many respects to Liideking's, but I wish to examine in this knee a place on
Mary's body that is not quite a gesture in order to appreciate the process of defining
gestures, therefore meaning, within the structural ambiguities particular to the complex relationship of visual and linguistic narratives.
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its presence in Botticelli's fluidity of motion, perhaps even an energetic
circularity. 13 Circularity becomes the geometric principle of the problem I am posing, namely, interpreting this painting as a narrative, as
a linear sequence of events. Circles start and end everywhere and
nowhere, and they travel in both or either direction. Her motion away
produces her motion forward, and vice versa. Yet Botticelli has drawn
a circle ultimately to violate its circularity; he interrupts the circularity
with this very angular knee, inviting us to put a great deal of interpretive weight on it, as Mary does here literally. Geometrically, two
intersecting lines, two converging forces (which is precisely the opposite principle from that of the circle) produce this knee as an image,
an image of the story of the Annunciation in general-God intersects
with a human and it produces an interruption in her life, a disruption .
of her life's course. Not only does God converge with mortals in this
knee, but image converges with narration, for how we account for the
bending of this knee will indicate the logic we appeal to for our sense
of the story's wholeness.
However, as a dynamic narrative image this knee, moving her in
two directions at once, suggests the probability, in narrative terms,
that her motion will end in her kneeling. Yet is it the sheer power of
Gabriel's message that initially overwhelms her, thus making her
knees buckle under the weight of what she with her intelligence and
perceptiveness can sense to be a great cross she will be called on to
bear? Or is it that her knees buckle with the prefigured metaphorical
pain of a sword in her side, figured here in the force Gabriel's knee
projects, which crashes into her knee? Does Botticelli deliberately skip
right over the end of Fra Roberto's story and project another end,
when she, at the foot of the Cross, will helplessly witness the death of
God her son? Does she conceive at this moment his birth and his
death? We might see a simultaneous birth and death figured as well in
the tree, almost growing out of the Angel's head, similar to the trees

13 See

also Martin Kemp's interpretation of Botticelli's Glasgow Annunciation:
"Botticelli's Glasgow Annunciation: Patterns oflnstability."
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of Piero della Francesca's Baptism of Christ in London's National
Gallery. In contrast to the solid angularity of the floor, the column
(which first helped us see her knee), the tree, and in some ways
Gabriel's knee (on both sides), Mary's fluid knee prophetically narrates the physical, earthly cost of being God's handmaiden.
Or, more consistent with Fra Roberto's sense of the story's ending, though not entirely, is it her ambivalence that makes her bend her
knee, simultaneously allowing her in her moments of reflection and
inquiry to twist herself (especially her womb) away from Gabriel out
of shock and to push her head forward towards the Angel out of
attraction to performing God's will? 14 Interestingly, her ambivalent
motion, her bending knee, which takes her in opposite directions,
begins to put her in a posture of kneeling, the posture of submission.
It is as if her native response to her confusion is one of humble, simple
submission (do these hands push away or are they reaching out to
catch her when she falls?). Perhaps this is a new kind of circularity
that Botticelli invites us to see in Mary's experience: her devotion to
God's principles-virginity-produces her confusion which produces
her need for God's help which reproduces her devotion. But here
again, I am constructing a logical sequence, in this case the logic of
simultaneous to and fro motion that produces a falling to the knees.
She isn't kneeling yet, she has not gestured quite yet, but it is the end
I project onto the painting, for it is the nature of narrative to render
the analytical narrative only as a possibility.
Botticelli orients these narrative possibilities of his painting almost
exclusively to Mary's body by situating her in a particularly bare room.
He confronts us with the core element of any rendition of the Annunciation by stripping the painting of any distractions, focusing almost
exclusively its narrative energies on Mary's psycho-physiological
response to the unexpected intrusion of God in her life. We might

14

Liidenking describes this effect in these words: "the picture could make the
violence felt which the body suffers in submitting itself to the world, and at the same
time indicate the mute pleasure it feels in doing so" ("Pictures and Gestures," 229) .
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pose additional problems and possibilities with linear narratives if we
were to look at, for instance, Fra Filippo Lippi's more heavily populated, distractive renditions of the subject. Yet Botticelli's intensely
responsive Mary magnifies what we can see in the other Marys of the
age-the calmer, contemplative Mary in Fra Angelico's San Marco
Annunciation fresco or the Mary of Fra Filippo's National Gallery
(London) Annunciation, who stares expectantly at the dove winging
towards her womb (not, as is typical, her head or her heart): the figure
who to varying degrees in all of the literary narrative sources pauses to
think about the tremendous alteration that is about to occur in her
existence. The moment of thought that the literary narratives grant
Mary translates in painted Annunciations into a kind of visual narrative space that is perhaps even more effective than literary narratives
are at enabling the viewer to confront at once the faith and the anxiety
that comprise the Renaissance's sense of change and the progress of
time. Conspicuously poised between identifiable narrative "events,"
Botticelli's Mary simultaneously greets and recoils against the radical
change the Annunciation will always represent. The coexistence of
opposites, and a kind of representational medium adequate to conveying the phenomenon of coexistence, is important for the particular
character of the story of the Annunciation. The promise of hope
and the possibility of despair both inform this story as an event in
the larger story of God's attempt to redeem humankind; hope and
despair are both ends of the story that must coexist as possibilities to
give the choice for devotion its power and the desire for salvation its
urgency. Botticelli's Uffizi Annunciation is anxious to ensure that
Mary's obedience and God's grace cannot and must not be comprehended as inevitable.
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